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Bill Gates will use your microchipped body to mine cryptocurrency
20-Apr-2020, Biohackinfo News.

A few weeks after Bill Gates stepped down from its Board of Directors, Microsoft patented a system that uses the human body to mine cryptocurrency.

Microsoft has patented a system that uses human biometrics such as body heat and brain-wave activity to mine cryptocurrency. The patent, filed
under

international

patent

number

WO-2020-060606

and

titled

‘Cryptocurrency

System

Using

Body

Data

Activity’

(https://patentscope2.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTBIBLIO), leverages human body activity as proof-of-work.
This proof-of-work is achieved when a user performs given tasks, or even online activities such as viewing ads and using search engines.

“Instead of massive computation work required by some conventional cryptocurrency systems, data generated based on the body activity of the
user can be a proof-of-work, and therefore, a user can solve the computationally difficult problem unconsciously,” the patent reads
(https://patentscope2.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTDESCRIPTION).
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Despite the patent being published on March 26 by the World Intellectual Property Organization, some titans of the cryptocurrency industry are
already on board, and cryptocurrency exchange BitMEX, founded by Britain’s youngest self-made billionaire Ben Delo, has donated $2.5 million
dollars (https://blog.bitmex.com/how-we-are-responding-to-covid-19/) to the Gates Foundation.
As to how body activity and biometrics will be communicated to servers and cryptocurrency hardware, the patent explains that “a sensor
communicatively coupled to or comprised in the device of the user may sense body activity of the user.” The patent then gives examples of sensors
that can be used to this end – such as “fMRI scanners, electroencephalography (EEG) sensors (https://amzn.to/34SCADR), near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS) sensors, heart rate monitors (https://amzn.to/3cAhSLG), thermal sensors, optical sensors, Radio Frequency sensors, ultrasonic
sensors, cameras, or any other sensor or scanner.”
This list of examples is just typical patent stockpiling, or Microsoft’s way of ensuring they own every applicable aspect of this system. The real
technology, with a sensor specifically made for detecting and keeping track of human biometrics, is a microchip implant being developed by a
Danish Microsoft partner called BEZH International (https://www.bezh.com/). After all, a microchip implant is the best sensor for bioemetrics as it is
literally inside the body.
BEZH’s microchip implant is not only capable of storing and transmitting biometrics – including medical and genetic data, but it also compliments the
entire cryptocurrency mining aspect of Microsoft’s patent as it comes with its own cryptocurrency, which for several months last year, was listed on
cryptocurrency exchange Binance (https://info.binance.com/en/currencies/bichip).
With this biometrics-based cryptocurrency mining patent and other human microchipping projects (https://biohackinfo.com/news-bill-gates-id2020vaccine-implant-covid-19-digital-certificates/) under his belt, namely the Birth Control microchip implant (https://nationalpost.com/news/bill-gatesfunds-birth-control-microchip-that-lasts-16-years-inside-the-body-and-can-be-turned-on-or-off-with-remote-control) and the implantable quantumdot

vaccination

record

capsules

(https://stm.sciencemag.org/content/11/523/eaay7162)

being

developed

by

MIT,

and

ID2020

(https://id2020.org/alliance) which is part of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (https://www.un.org/partnerships/news/id2020summit-2016), it is starting to look like Bill Gates might be the most prolific cybernetic-biohacker on the planet. Not even Elon Musk’s Neuralink
(https://biohackinfo.com/neuralink/) has accelerated the mainstreaming of biohacking (https://biohackinfo.com/news-neuralink-brain-implant-aisymbiosis-cyborgs/) this fast. Add this to the fact that in the United States, there seems to be bipartisan support to install Bill Gates at the helm of
the World Heath Organization (https://twitter.com/who/status/1217043229427761152) – with even conservative Republicans like Senator Lindsay
Graham calling for Gates to be made head of the WHO (https://twitter.com/lindseygrahamsc/status/1250431810330193920).
Yes, the Future is now, and it really does look like Bill Gates is leading this future as he is best placed to revolutionize Public Health and human
biology through biohacking and implantable technology.
However, there is still no indication that this cryptocurrency mining project will be connected to Microsoft’s aforementioned and more promising
human microchipping projects. But, due to the Coronavirus Pandemic, the implantable quantum-dot vaccination record capsules and ID2020 are
likely to be merged to create the digital certificates that Gates wants everyone to have (https://biohackinfo.com/news-bill-gates-id2020-vaccineimplant-covid-19-digital-certificates/) as proof of vaccination against COVID-19. This opens up the possibility of merging the two projects with the
biometrics-sensing microchip implant being developed by BEZH – because biometric data is most crucial during health-related events such as
pandemics.
Like its parent company Microsoft, BEZH (https://www.bezh.com/) is also simultaneously working on other projects that complement biohacking and
human enhancement such as an Internet-of-Things (https://biohackinfo.com/iot/) smart farming system called ‘Cybernated Farm Systems’
(https://www.cyberfarmsystems.com/Executives-and-Advisors.html) and the establishment of an Internet-of-Things infrastructured micronation
called the Kingdom of North Sudan (http://www.kingdomsudan.org/page/kingdomeuembassy/).
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This system patented under patent number WO 2020/060606, uses the human body to mine cryptocurrency by leverage body activity as proof-of-work.
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Your fuckin evil the number of the beast you are a satanic believer and everyone has woken up to you. This was all
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planned the visrus you and vauci and what yous have done is genocide killing thousands which has been another

agenda of yours population control. I’d rather die then get your mental pathedic controling chip who the hell are
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you to say we need a certi"cate it’s bullshit all part of your smoke screen. I pray to God to defeat the beast which is
you bill gates you should be in prison for all the life’s you ruined… Read more »
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Thomas Hair

Bill Gates can want me to have a quantum-dot whatever and ID2020….. but I could care less what he wants…. he
Guest

has no authority….. a murderous computer nerd with a god complex….. wish in one hand and pill in the other Bill,
see what hand "lls "rst…..I ain’t complying
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Steven Wol!
Compare what Bill Gates is doing within this website and what was foretold in the bible. Patent number
Guest

WO2020-“060606”. Really 666??? Revelation 13:16-18. 16 He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
slave, to receive a mark on/in their right hand or on/in their foreheads, 17 and that no one may buy or sell except
one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let him who has
understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His… Read more »
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Тимур.Т
Уходите с microsoft – переходите на Линукс.
Guest

boycott microsoft – migrate to LINUX
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Desery Stapelfeldt
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God is in control of this nation and not man put your trust in God and not in man , man will fail you ,, but God will
Guest

uphold you Amen
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Eric walker
This is the sickest thing I have ever heard.
Guest

Immediately send to senators. This admits to there employing covid 19 onto the world.
Covert I’d 2019
Kill Bill Gates blatantly and anyone acting out his agenda. This is where the civil war needs to start
These are very evil humans
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Its not a good idea , for the body is a holy temple of God , not for man to control its a no no in the sight of God
Amen and Amen
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Truth be told

This is the satanic mark of the beast and it is the start and rise of the new world order, soon the antichrist will be
Guest

revealed, be right with the most high, and don’t take the vaccine.
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Билли стал «спасителем» для человечества с 2000+ года. Это было сразу после того, как американский суд
Guest

почти уничтожил Microsoft.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRelVFm7iJE (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRelVFm7iJE)
Глобалисты помогли Билли, но попросили его помочь им. Это была цена за то, чтобы не уничтожить
Microsoft.
Billy became the “savior” for humanity since 2000+ year. That was right after, when US court almost destroyed
microsoft.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRelVFm7iJE (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRelVFm7iJE)
Globalists helped Billy, but asked him to help them. This was the prise for not to eliminate microsoft.
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https://worldtruth.tv/ (https://worldtruth.tv/)
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Ellena Nortje
What is a “cryptocurrency mining project”? I don’t understand mining in this context.
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Megan Green
I believe this is only in a patent application stage, can you verify if the patent had been awarded to Microsoft?
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Gates doesn’t work for Microsoft anymore. He hasn’t for years. What is it with this site and bullshit Bill Gates news?
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This is WRONG. How can a human body mine Cryptocurrencies. Clearly you haven’t even

bothered reading the patent which clearly states the system will be tied to a sensor like a wrist band.. and the users
Guest

will be AWARDED Crypto.
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Literally what sort of retards read this and think that is what this patent is about. Conspiratards
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